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Which entries are mandatory in a purchase order item for service?(Choose two)
 
 
A. Account assignment category 
B. Material Number 
C. Storage location 
D. Item category Service 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

Your vendors don't always send the exact order quantities. You therefore allow tolerances
for underdeliveries and overdeliveries.
 
 
Where can you define defaults for these tolerances?
 
 
A. Purchasing value keys 
B. Material type 
C. User-specific settings in the goods movement transaction MIGO 
D. Plant parameters 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which value of the creation indicator is shown in the tab Contact person when you create a
purchase requisition manually?
 
 
A. Production Order 
B. Direct procurement 
C. Realtime 
D. Material requirements planning 
 

Answer: C
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At which of the following organizational levels can you set the valuation area?(Choose two)
 
 
A. Client 
B. Plant 
C. Purchasing organization 
D. Company code 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

Which of the following are prerequisites for the system to check the minimum shelf life in
the goods receipt for a purchase order?(Choose three)
 
 
A. The shelf life expiration date check is activated for the movement type. 
B. The material is managed in batches. 
C. The remaining shelf life is maintained in the purchase order. 
D. The storage location where the material is received is warehouse-managed. 
E. The shelf life expiration date check is activated for the plant. 
 

Answer: A,C,E

 

 

Which of the following statements apply to the SAP Enterprise Portal?(Choose two)
 
 
A. The portal enables you to access SAP ERP without having the SAP GUI installed on
your computer 
B. The portal is a uniform framework for accessing company data from different systems. 
C. The portal is an interface for managing variants of frequently-used transactions. 
D. The portal is only a source of information (display function) and is not used for
processing data. 
E. The portal buffers all data so that work can continue in the portal if one of the assigned
systems fails. 
 

Answer: A,B
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What can you maintain in vendor master records as well as in info records?
 
 
A. Minimum order quantity 
B. Terms of payment 
C. Tolerances for underdeliveries and overdeliveries 
D. Incoterms 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What can you specify when you assign a message schema to an application in
Purchasing?
 
 
A. The number of outputs for print messages 
B. The permitted output media, for example print output or fax 
C. That a new message determination process is initiated for change messages 
D. The access sequence for the message types 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Reservations with a due date in the past still exist in the system. The material requirement
became obsolete in the meantime.
 
 
What is the prerequisite for having the reservations deleted automatically?
 
 
A. Goods movements for the reservation items must be allowed. 
B. The ATP check for the reservation has to be executed before the system can delete the
reservation. 
C. The reservation was initially created automatically by the system. 
D. A retention period for reservation items must be defined on plant level. 
 

Answer: D
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Which of the following are characteristics of a service purchase order?(Choose three)
 
 
A. Service specifications are required. 
B. A limit value for unplanned services can be specified. 
C. An account assignment is mandatory. 
D. A service master number is required. 
E. The item category is D (service). 
 

Answer: B,C,E
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